Case Study: Carvoyant
RacoWireless Makes it Easy for
Carvoyant to Deliver Connected Car
Development to Partners
With Raco M2M Technology, Carvoyant
and its Developers Deliver More than
Telematics to Drivers
Carvoyant offers a middleware platform
that enables developers and businesses
to take advantage of the opportunities a
connected car promises to deliver. For
instance, Carvoyant provides telematics
insight, including details such as
information on exactly what’s happening
with his or her vehicle in terms of its
overall health (mileage, speed, intervals
between oil changes, etc.), helping to
ensure regular maintenance checks for
optimal performance and the longest
possible lifespan. For instance,

Challenge: Carvoyant is a platform that enables
easy connected car development for developers
resulting in a rich experience for drivers today.
When the company wanted to transition from
mobile app to onboard device connected via
cellular network, they looked at a number of
providers for ease of use, expertise and price for
performance. The company chose RacoWireless.

Solution: RacoWireless partnered with Carvoyant
to support its platform from end to end, providing
experts for carrier relations, business development,
tech support and more. From SIM card delivery to
API integration, Raco made everything easy.

Benefits:
• Raco’s team offloads all of the backend details,
enabling Carvoyant to focus on its core business,
leaving the company with more time to focus on
developers and partners, including auto dealers,
insurance providers, and more.
• Raco’s web-based Omega Management Suite™
(OMS) provides comprehensive device management
and full control of the Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
solution from a central location.
• Raco helps Carvoyant respond quickly to new
opportunities and shorten time-to-market with
quick and easy installation.

Carvoyant can proactively tell the car
owner when the battery is about to die;
to take it a step further, the owner can
even be alerted when an operator is
driving the vehicle too fast.
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Shifting Gears: From App to Cloud
When Carvoyant was looking to transition
its platform from mobile app to delivering
the information through an onboard
device up to the cloud over a cellular
network, according to COO Renz Kuipers,
its top priorities were ease of use,
provider expertise, and pricing. After
careful consideration, the company chose
RacoWireless.
“While pricing is always an important
factor, Raco made things very easy and it
was going to be faster to implement than
any of the other solutions so that’s really
what stood out,” said Kuipers. “With other

information from within the car’s
computer and delivers that information
back to the cloud, then on to the driver
and anyone else the driver has chosen,
such as an auto dealer, mechanic or other
service provider, to ensure optimal
performance
and to achieve
“Raco made things
other goals
very easy and it was
based on the
going to be faster to
applications
implement than any of
loaded.
the other solutions”
Carvoyant
normalizes this
disparate data, providing a simple API for
developers to create great connected-car
applications.
Raco At the Wheel

solutions, we’d have had to build our own
SIM management system. Raco provided
the SIM, which we tested first, and made
everything seamless. Raco’s management
platform to manage the solution and
order SIMs stood above the competition.
Ease was the deciding factor.”
The RacoWireless SIM card, inserted into
an On-Board Diagnostics Device and
plugged into the OBD port, captures
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RacoWireless worked closely with
Carvoyant to ensure the partnership was
efficient and successful from the start,
and things have continued smoothly ever
since. “Raco is very responsive, in fact,
we had some technical challenges in the
beginning. They were upfront and flexible
so we overcame obstacles quickly and
were impressed with them immediately,”
said Kuipers. “Since then, they’ve looked
out for us, which has been fantastic.
They’ve gone so far as to nominate us for
a Connected World Award, which we won,
and we’re honored by that.”
An estimated 250 million vehicles in the
United States alone are capable of
utilizing Carvoyant’s technology. Every
vehicle built since 1996 is eligible. As an
example, Carvoyant works with
automobile dealerships and upon auto

sale, the buyer is asked if he or she
would like to have the car connected to
the service department team to deliver
reminders, track mileage, and provide car
health insights such as battery
monitoring, trouble code reporting and
more. If they agree, the service is simply
activated, branded with the company or
dealer name. In addition to vehicle
maintenance and repair, additional
services are also available as options for
the customer, including subscriptions

Kuipers appreciates the RacoWireless
Omega Management Suite (OMS), a
robust information tool that provides a
comprehensive view into the
RacoWireless network, and simplifies
SIM and data management. OMS
The Road to the Future Carvoyant
Connected Car
In addition to telematics already in use so effectively
in connected cars, such as location tracking (GPS),
safety, auto insurance, fleet management, etc.,
developers working with the Carvoyant API are
working on exciting future applications, including
connection to:
• Home automation systems – A driver links to his
home automation system to his car so that when he
leaves, the heat is automatically turned down, saving
resources and money, and as he returns home, upon
approach, the heater or A/C and front lights turn on to
welcome him.
• Mobile expense reporting – A driver logs her
mileage for work and delivers her an email or expense
report automatically daily or weekly so that her
receipts stop piling up and she manages her expense
reports and reimbursements in a more timely fashion.

and/or information about Usage Based
Insurance (UBI), driver assistance,
navigation and traffic insight, and more.
Driving Forces: Ease and Expertise
“The biggest impediment in the
connected car market and the challenge
for developers is the fragmentation,” said
Kuipers. “We needed Raco to provide the
benefit of consistent connectivity,
reasonable price and expertise. That is
exactly what we got.”
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• Mobile parking meter payment – We already pay
parking meters with smartphones, which is slick, but
imagine a connected car that automatically pays the
meter right before it runs out of time so you don’t get
a costly parking ticket.
The interest in adding new applications to the platform
is huge, according to Kuipers. “We have more than 150
developers working on the API, so there is tremendous
demand. Carvoyant tools are helping developers to
create real value for drivers already on the road with
key use cases as well as innovative enterprise and
niche integrations. Together with RacoWireless, we’re
making truly disruptive innovations possible,” Kuipers
said.

features an intuitive GUI and is loaded
with powerful features for real-time
reporting, SIM provisioning and
management, usage alerts, online
billing and more.

because we’ll continue to order SIM
cards as we connect more cars. We
appreciate Raco’s expertise and the ease
of use of their solutions.”

“Omega lets us quickly order more
SIMs as well as handle data
management, which we really only
have to do when a new vehicle is
connected,” said Kuipers. “It is really
easy to use. Raco allows us to focus on
our core business, which is working
with partners and developers.”
Carvoyant is making it possible to
connect the cars already on the road

For more information:
Email: contact@racowireless.com
Phone: 800.509.3677

today, and in turn RacoWireless is
making it easy for Carvoyant to do just
that.
“Raco allows us to bring disruptive
automobile technology to the masses
today,” said Kuipers. “Our platform is
that of a data plumber, and we guide
the data from the car to the
developer’s application. RacoWireless
is the enabler and a great partner. This
relationship is destined to grow
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